
Dear Editor: 

I feel really grateful that the reviewers found issues in my paper and helped 

me comprehend it better. At the same time, I made some errors during the 

submission procedure because I am unfamiliar with the submission system. 

All the modified parts were marked in yellow. 

Comments from Reviewer1: 

In abstract, in case summary what is "+ADw-html+AD4APA-p+AD4-”, 

ADw-span style+AD0AIg-font-size: 14.0pt+ADs- font-family: 'Times 

New Roman', serif+ADsAIgA+- and.+ADw-/span+AD4APA-

/p+AD4APA-/html+AD4- Please write chief complaints as per patient 

words. He can’t say “… between the spleen and stomach for more than half 

a month. From single case, you cannot conclude "Excellent curative results 

were obtained with treatment.'need to extensive cohorts to write this 

conclusion. Reference 1,5.11 anmd 13 needs author name correction, first 

word missing. 

Reply： 

1. I made some errors in abstract and reference during the submission 

procedure because I was unfamiliar with the submission method. Both 

parts were modified. 

2. About the chief complaints, a regular medical exam performed on the 

patient more than a month ago discovered an asymptomatic tumor in the 

left upper abdomen, which was not discomfort. 



3. The conclusion also was modified. 

Comments from Reviewer2: 

The manuscript has improved significantly with the amendments 

performed. Nevertheless, it is necessary to describe further the rationale 

behind the hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy in the Discussion. The 

answer “Therefore, we administered prophylactic TACE after surgery to 

prevent recurrence” is questionable because how can TACE be performed 

without an identifiable lesion? 

Reply： 

1. I cherish the expert recognizing my efforts, therefore thank you very 

much. 

2. As for the answer, “Therefore, we administered prophylactic TACE 

after surgery to prevent recurrence” is questionable. In actuality, we 

administered hepatic arteriography and prophylactic hepatic arterial 

infusion chemotherapy to the whole liver.  

3. I described the reason of HAIC in the Discussion. 

4. Can the expression of HAIC be removed if it has a significant impact 

on the article's publication? 

Conclusion: 

We hope that the aforementioned response has not influenced your 

evaluation of the scientific worth of this article, and we will continue to 

update it if anything is incorrect. 


